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Abstract
My main focus is on people and life, the motivation is key to make things happen, always
trying to place the best role for each one and aiming to allow the team interact and solve
problems, I am a puzzle solver and a builder of bridges based on trust. I had the opportunity
to be school and university teacher and also made the computers do what was needed in
order to solve problems in different scales with programming; I have been able to help teams
in the past to solve problems happily and also have learned from previous failures avoiding
to hit the same error.

Objective
I can make an organization thrive in a changing world and get the most scarce resource in the
planet(talented human beings), I want to work in a place directed by people that understand
and believe that everyone needs to have worklife balance and welcome the best human
beings to build amazing solutions to scale to real world problems in teams that are focused
to deliver value and get things done.

I have worked with opensource projects and I am also part of communities where I have
made contributions in different areas and this is why I am able to make the people company
to work with impact in the environment with good vibes and bringing satisfaction to each
one involved as long as people is interested in doing more than just a simple job.

Work Experience
05/2019-08/2019Data Engineering, backend developer Tpaga SAS Enabling visibility for growth

At Tpaga the data needed to flow in order to improve visibility for the stake-
holders and make improvements to ease the process for marketing area by
discovering user behaviours and data gathering. My objective was to make
sure the information from different systems could be used in a centralized way
to take decisitions faster.
I also worked in the payroll cell.

10/2017-05/2019Engineering Manager Tpaga SAS Empowering team growth
The work in Tpaga has been focused to work with tech people, given that
we have great tech leaders and awesome developers, we need to make sure
devs can work with other areas, my main task is to make sure we can under-
stand each other.
From 6 to 12 members, from Bogotá to Medellín and Cali.

Residence
Bogotá, Colombia

Web & Git
igor.tamarapatino.org

bitbucket.org/ikks
github.com/ikks

gitlab.com/u/ikks

Phone &
Telegram

+57 315 714 2775

eMail &
LinkedIn

igor@
tamarapatino.org

www.linkedin.com/in/
igortamara

Personal Skills
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06/2015-10/2017Head of Engineering Tappsi S.A.S. Delivering value with the team
The focus in Tappsi was headed to make sure that we can offer a reliable ser-
vice for both drivers and passengers that used our applications while growing
our platform to allow more users
Rebuild the team in order to maintain the mobile applications and the back-
end, hiring talented people that worked on the platform.
During the implementation we doubled the income of the company with a
move that involved the areas to work synced to mitigate the impact on the
raise of the new model.
Stabilization of the platform while incrementing the number of services that
we managed to attend specially Bogotá, the main city that the platform oper-
ates in, which is one of the hardest cities in traffic in the world.
Decoupling of backoffice and related products to allow the growth and restruc-
ture the complexity of the platform, with this move Customer Service was able
to minimize response time to our main clients.
Decoupled the tasks from BI to Data Science, which allowed us to have a
proper response to areas that needed reports and the growth of the product
at a strategic and technical level to start building new ideas that derived in
initatives and areas that lowered the overall costs and became a source of
data that optimized the operation.

11/2011-05/2015CTO AxiacoreGrowing the company
As a tailor made software shop we offered services for many companies, we
grow our team and the company to attend customers in Europe an USA
Leadership of the developer team that leveraged government and private sec-
tor projects, we worked with Telecommunication Ministery as well as Agricul-
ture Ministery.
We also collected and interacted with the pairs of the companies that wanted
to have their products built by our company or integrated among other sys-
tems.
We started the Django Bogotá Meetup that gathers more than 1.500 mem-
bers and have
made an space that allowed the interaction and the flow of knowledge and
experiences sharing.
We crafted beautiful products with high quality that allowed or customers to
trust and have running custom software for their particular needs.
We implemented agile methodologies to cope with our customers needs in a
feasible amount of time and budget.
We picked up our clients and stabilized our technology stack which allowed
us to be experts and have faster and higher quality solutions.

11/2008-10/2011Product Software Coordinator Invytec Software processes improvement
Implemented methodologies and tools that allowed the team to improve the
knowledge sharing in the company and share and install the code in a better
way. This allowed the operation to have a more stable deployment and overall
improve on availability of the platform.
Mounted a ticket system that changed the flow of production issues and re-
sponse times to incidents that were managed in a way that allowed to focus
more on the development of the new features instead of fixing recurrent er-
rors.
With the knowledge and understanding of the production platform I integrated
a team that was devoted to migrate the running services to a full change of
stack. The project failed and was not launched to production.
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07/2007-05/2008Main Developer Critical Cargos Enterprise CargoTrace platform
This was a company devoted to offer services of drivers in motorcycles or cars
that scorted trucks transporting diverse products in Colombia in a time that
the insurance companies charged lower rates if the cargo was accompanied
with such services.
Interviewed every person involved in the company that would interact with
external clients or the drivers that accompanied the trucks, the people from
the call center to make sure we had clear requirements.
Replaced spreadsheets and reports by automated emails sent directly to
clients with maps and points of action.
The system had the required information for Colombia purposes on each way.
Automated the generation of reports to offer accounting department the re-
quired data to be able to pay to the drivers that accompanied the trucks.
Automated the delivery of reports to clients with the monthly and weekly
movements of their shipments.
Generated graphic reports to management that allowed them to take deci-
sions on the clients and overall operation.
We also used the software in Ecuador were the company started new busin-
ness.

Advisory, Consulting and Freelancing
07/2008 External Consultant Geoentrópica Fetching information

Web infrastructure, consulting on improving software development proceed-
ings.

09/2008-01/2009 External Consultant Colserauto VIN system
Design, codification and implementation of: verification, generation and iden-
tification of Vehicle Identification Numbers(VINs).

12/2007-01/2008 External Consultant Colegio Bethlemitas Web Infrastructure for students
Web server migration to bare metal, installation of virtual courses services,
setup of emails for 1500 users, firewall and proxy.

06/2007 External Advisor Centro de Comunicación Social Free Software Advocate
Free Software migration consulting, mailing lists and web services implemen-
tation

06/2007–07/2007External Consultant Servicio Apostólico Latinoamericano Free Software Advocate
Free Software migration consulting, email setup and web services implemen-
tation

01/2007 Free Software Migration Colegio Saulo de Tarso Free Software Advocate
Students Lab Migration to GNU/Linux

01/2006 Free Software Migration Colegio Oblatas al Divino Amor Free Software Advocate
Migration to GNU/Linux of Students and Teacher computer labs

12/2005 External Consultant Corporación Reiniciar Free Software Advocate
Migration to GNU/Linux
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06/2007–07/2007External Consultant Software House Services Developer
Consulting on email interfaces for Ingeominas(A government agency)

08/2006 External Consultant Geoentrópica Services Developer
algorithm correction, download and data translation of incoming international
data for Colombian Air Force.

05/2006 External Consultant Geoentrópica Services Developer
publication of information for IDEAM(A government agency)

2000 External Consultant Eclipse Flowers Developer
Planning, design and development of a software to predict the production of
flower crop.GFPP

06/2007–07/2007External Consultant Software House Services Developer
Consulting on email interfaces for Ingeominas(A government agency)

1995-1996 External Consultant Legislación e Informática Windows Developer
Installer for Windows platform for Omnilege

Professorship
08/2006-05/2007Term professor Pontificia Universidad Javeriana

• Professor of Programming Languages: functional and logic program-
ming.

• Professor of Algorithm Analysis: complexity, algorithms and problem
solving strategies.

01/2001-11/2002Research Director Fundación Universitaria San Martín
My main task was devoted mainly to guide students on their graduation
projects, guide a team to develop some of the tools neede by the students
of the faculty and also offer some courses in programming area

• Professor of Internet Oriented Programming: Web frameworks and bare
programming for the web

• Professor of Basics of Object Oriented Programming: For first semester
students, they started problem solving, basic algorithms and Java as a
first language.

• Professor of Functional and logic programming: With Prolog, Haskell
and Ocaml.

• Professor of Data Structures: As a third course in the programming line
of Systems Engineering.

08/2000-11/2000Term professor Fundación Universitaria San Martín

• Professor of Object Oriented Programming:For students that already
had programming notions.

01/1998-05/1999Term professor Universidad de los Andes

• Professor of Integral Calculus: in the programs of Engineering, Depart-
ment of Maths, Faculty of Sciences.

• Professor of Differential Calculus: in the programs of Engineering, De-
partment of Maths, Faculty of Sciences.

Languages
Python

Java
Ruby

Javascript
C

C#
Php

Frameworks
Django

Flask
Rails



1998-2008 Chair professor Gimnasio Fidel Cano
The students of this school are around the world, they own companies, have
families, they have changed their world in many different areas, some of them
are programmers, and they share their experiences and knowledge. In the
school they learned about free software and its principles had the opportunity
to take the learning by themselves and are succesful doing many different
things. They opensourced the games they created and also helped doing
some translations like the Emacs Tutorial to spanish, among other things.

• Professor of Programming: Python
• Professor of Programming: Python and Zope
• Professor of Programming: Java
• Professor of Programming: C and Java
• Professor of Trigonometry

Education
2000 Bachelor of Science, Mathematician Universidad de los Andes

Thesis: Mathematical and numerical study of an elasticity problem
2000 Bachelor in Systems Egineering and Computers Universidad de los Andes

Thesis: PLeNa: An approach to Natural Language Processing

Publications
2000-2003 Guías Para aprender a Aprender GNU/Linux Proyecto Structio

Learn to use GNU/Linux
2000 Mathematical and numerical study of an elasticity problem Universidad de

los Andes
Undergraduate Thesis for Maths

2000 PLeNa: An approach to Natural Language Processing Universidad de los
Andes
Thesis for Systems Engineering

Presentations, Speeches and Talks Given
10/2018 Pyday Cali Using Python to integrate a Digital Wallet

This talk showed how Tpaga could be integrated in an ecommerce
08/2018 SLUD Professional Paths for System Egineers

For undergraduate students possible paths for professional growth
02/2017 Segundo Festival de Cultura Libre Living with Free Software

Entrepeneurs and students can make use of Free Software to turn on Startups
10/2015 Bogotá Ruby Meetup Use case: MVPs, scaling and balancing in a startup

Ruby on Rails is heavily used in Tappsi, we show the tools and the current
load

Languages
Spanish
English
French

http://structio.sourceforge.net/guias/AA_Linux_colegio/AA_Linux_colegio.html


12/2014 Django Bogotá Meetup Django, Reports and printing
Tips on how to get from the web to printing.

10/2012 Python Colombia Community A glimpse of Flask
Presenting an integration of Openstreetmap with Flask and comparison with
other solutions

06/2011 Campus Party Colombia Mercurial - The easy way
How you can have your own distributed version control in an easy way

10/2008 Congreso Internacional de Software Libre y democratización del
conocimiento Colombian Case Studies
Presentation of some of the uses of free software in Colombian Education
Institutions

06/2006 Feria de educacion y tecnologia libre Free contents production
Some experiences learned about the production of material by school stu-
dents.

10/2005 Local Forum Students producing contents
Show of some products of programation and methodology to accomplish such
task

05/2005 UTP SLEC presentation and Linux at GFC
The SLEC community was presented and also showed a successful imple-
mentation of Linux at a school

10/2004 SLUD 3 Python in Education
Presented Python as an appropiate language to articulate a curriculum in
schools and many courses at University

04/2003 SLEC Conferences GFC and Free Software
It was shown the GFC as study case showing a school 100% free software

09/2001 Speeches at FUSM Free Software in universities
It was showed to students the benefits of using free software in their day to
day

06/2000 Free Software Talks Free software at schools
It was shown Linux as an operating system usable for schools, GFC as an
example

05/2000 Foro Distrital de Educación Free Software in schools
It was shown Linux as an operating system usable for schools, GFC as an
example

Open Source and Collaborative Projects
The software presented here is covered by GPL or is given to public domain and can be
donwloadable for free over the Internet, I also have made some translations to spanish of
different projects to ease the use of technology in Colombia and other countries.

OS Preferred
Linux

MacOS
Android



2017- Canair.io Air Quality Measure citizen science
Currently aiming to build a network of people helping to compare the official
reports with the data produced by devices and citizen science

2011- Openstreetmap Colombia Making Openstreetmap usable in Colombia
We have developed some tools and have made contributions with data and
support people that want to have a free tools.

2000-2004 Cuenta Accounting Software for service companies
Maintainer for this double entry account software that is subject to the colom-
bian norms of accounting, and that shares the database with gestiona. Part
of Structio project http://structio.sf.net . It’s on devel state. Implemented on
PHP and postgresql.

2002 Gestiona Administrative tasks in schools
Software aimed to act as a white pages for school including students, workers
and suppliers. Part of the Structio project http://structio.sf.net . Actually it’s
being developed, implemented in python and postgresql.

2000 Gtypist Software to improve typing
maintained for a short period, we also added some lessons suited for schools

1999 GFPP Flower Production Predictor
Created and maintained a package used to predict the production of flow-
ers for a farm. Developed in Java and tested on Linux and Windows.
http://gfpp.sf.net

About Me
I am a happy parent, my son is 30 years younger than me, he is my main responsibility right
now, the most important thing is to be an empathetic human being, starting with self care
and to put in to service for everyone the actions, thoughts and opportunities.

By default I trust people, with care in order to make things easier. The truth is key for
understanding.

I would like to live in Colombia at least three 7 years more at least, there are plenty of
actions to be made in my country, this is why I have decided to move away from Bogotá and
share with others what I have learned and learn from others to make a more sustainable
environment.

I Love to
Live
Hike
Love
Read

Dance


